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LETTERS. 
GREENFINCH'S R E P E A T E D RETURN TO TRAP. 

To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 
SIRS,—In view of Mr. Lack's note on the repeated re-trapping of 

Robins (antea, p . 288), I may mention tha t in the winter of 1929-30, 
when a t Cambridge, I had a Sparrow t rap in the garden " baited " 
with seed. Greenfinches (Chloris ch. Moris) were constantly caught, 
and one male in particular which was ringed was taken from the trap 
eleven times in a comparatively short period. As this happened so 
often I put him in a small cage one morning at about 10 a.m., covered 
it, and took it in a car to the top of the Gog Magog Hills, about five 
miles from Cambridge, where I released him. The following morning 
a t 10.30 he was back in the trap. After this I recorded him there 
seventeen times, and as I then left Cambridge I made no more records 
for some weeks. 

This bird mated and the nest was built in the garden next door and 
the brood safely hatched out. H. R A I T K E R R . 

SOUNDS PRODUCED BY LITTLE OWL. 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

SIRS,—Miss Hibbert-Ware thinks the sound I allude to as the 
" snoring " of the Little Owl must be a sound apparently made by 
young birds in their first summer (antea, p . 332). But if she will look 
at the chart again she will see tha t I record it as regularly heard through 
March and April. I happen to have heard it to-day (March 3rd) for 
the first t ime this year. Several times I have tracked it to a Little 
Owl tree, from which the adult bird has flown out. In some years, 
when in Little Owl country, I have heard it pretty constantly day 
after day in the early spring. So it can hardly be the sound referred 
to by Miss Hibbert-Ware. Brown Owls at this time of year sometimes 
make a similar " snoring " gurgle. So I admit it is illogical to give the 
hooting of the Brown Owl and the " snoring " of the Little Owl as their 
respective " songs " . But one of the curious facts of bird-song and 
bird-cries is tha t similar sounds coming from nearly-related species 
sometimes seem to have different significance. H. G. ALEXANDER. 

REDSHANKS DISPLAYING IN DECEMBER. 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

SIRS,—Referring to the note on this subject (antea, p . 328), at noon 
on December 2nd, 1925, I saw a Redshank, presumably a male, chasing 
another on the ground near the seashore in west Somerset. Both 
birds described a kind of zig-zag course, the pursuer running with out
stretched head and wings fully spread, and keeping outside the pursued. 
As the bird ran it trilled excitedly. When at close quarters it leaped 
in the air and hovered over the other, presumably a female. The 
latter took to flight, and the chase was continued on the wing. The 
weather was very cold, the wind being S.E., and the ground hard with 
frost except where thawed by the sun, which was shining brightly. 

E. W. H E N D Y . 

SEA-BIRD MOVEMENTS. 
To the Editors of BRITISH B I R D S . 

SIRS ,—I have read with interest the observations of Mr. Trahair 
Hartley and Mr. Seton Gordon on the movements of sea-birds. My 
notes on the subject may not be of much value ; however, I give them, 
such as they are. 
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From, a study of birds in Shetland waters, I should say tha t all sea-
bird movements, apart from the actual migrations, are concerned with 
the getting of food. The following notes apply to Kittiwakes (Rissa t. 
tridactyla) and Common Guillemots (Uria a. aalge). 

Noss, an island on the east side of Shetland, is the chief breeding place, 
in the islands, of these two species. From May till September, Noss 
becomes the hub of a huge rimless " wheel " with " spokes " in the 
form of streams of these birds going to and from feeding grounds, in 
every direction. One of the largest of these streams, an outward one, 
passes north along the land as far as Yell Sound, through which it 
turns westward until it rounds the Ramna Stacks, 35 miles from Noss, 
and becomes lost in the Atlantic. During the past summer I have 
given this stream some attention and have discovered a few interesting 
facts. 

While a t sea one day I made an a t tempt to count the number of 
Kittiwakes in this outward stream and although flocks of various 
size composed of from 6 to 50 individuals, were passing m y boat a t 
intervals of from 10 to 40 seconds, it proved comparatively an easy 
matter to count the birds and I was surprised to discover that , on an 
average, 524 Kittiwakes were passing every fifteen minutes, or some
thing between 40,000 and 50,000 every 24 hours. I here assume 
t h a t this stream is continuous day and night, as I have seen i t in the 
early morning, a t all hours of the day and late a t night. There is little 
or no darkness in this latitude in summer. My next discovery was tha t 
the direction of the wind affects the route taken by outward bound 
Kittiwakes. With a head wind from north to north-west, the birds 
hug the land, sweeping into bays and rounding many of the headlands, 
but , occasionally taking short cuts over necks of land. With favour
able winds a more direct route is taken and tha t well off the land. This 
fact may have a bearing on the large number of birds seen passing Cape . 
Cornwall with certain weather conditions, probably head winds. 
At a distance of only a few miles from Noss, one may see many 
thousands of outward bound Kittiwakes and, if the sky is overcast, 
not a single one returning. If the sky be clear, however, the returning 
birds may be seen a t a great height, anything from 2,000 to 5,000 
feet. On a beautiful clear evening, last summer,, some friends and I 
estimated the height of a large number of these birds judging from their 
very small size, as seen through binoculars, a t not less than 5,000 feet. 
I am not prepared to state tha t Kittiwakes always return to their nest
ing ledges at these altitudes, as my notes on this subject only began 
last summer, but my earlier recollections of Kittiwake streams seem to 
be always of outward going ones, a t their usual height of a few feet 
above the sea. If these altitudes are usual for returning birds, the 
explanation may He with the Skuas which have no interest in outward 
going birds but have a very definite interest in the full stomachs of 
homeward-bound Gulls and Terns. Possibly Kittiwakes fly high to 
escape the attentions of the Arctic and Great Skuas. I hope to make 
further notes on this interesting point during the coming season. 

In a count of Common Guillemots, I found tha t the outward going 
stream which passes between the island of Whalsay and the mainland, 
does so a t the rate of over 90,000 in the 24 hours. Outward and 
homeward-bound Common Guillemots keep to the same routes, no 
matter what the weather, and a t approximately the same height 
above sea-level, t ha t of a few feet. Occasionally with a fair wind they 
may be seen flying a t a height of perhaps 40 to 50 feet. Fog seems 
to have no effect whatever on the flight of Guillemots while going to 
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and from feeding grounds. To fly without the slightest trace of un
certainty, a t the speed of an express train, from feeding grounds which 
may be considerably over 50 miles away, through the thickest of fogs, 
and arrive unerringly a t a nesting ledge, is surely an amazing perform
ance. I t may be asserted tha t Guillemots never fly over land; rather 
will they fly half-a-dozen miles to get round a headland than cross a 
narrow neck of land which would mean a considerable short cut. The 
most westerly stream of these birds approaching Noss from the north 
sweeps into a bight and then rounds a headland thereby going consider
ably out of a straight course for no obvious reason. On an occasion, 
while at sea a few hundred yards from this headland, when it was ob
scured by dense fog, I was astonished to note this stream of birds 
making a sweep round the headland a t a distance which made it 
impossible for them to see the land. Can it be possible tha t they were 
actually approaching and rounding a headland without seeing it ? 
I t looked very much like a certainty. I suppose it may be assumed 
tha t their eyesight is no better than ours in fog. Guillemots approach
ing Noss from the open sea or eastward fly in a more direct manner. 
In the summer of 1934, while making a passage from Norway to Lerwick 
in fog, I was able to make use of this fact and passed Noss within a mile, 
with confidence, without ever seeing the island. 

I t may interest some of your readers to know tha t Little Auks 
(A lie alle) are very numerous around Shetland this winter. On the 
28th of January, while on a passage from Yell to Lerwick, I saw what 
must have been considerably over a thousand of these interesting 
little birds. G. T. K A Y . 
LERWICK. 
February 25th, 1936. 
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